
Headless Rite –CEO version. Balthazar Schlep 

Write the words of power on any piece of paper.  

IOT ABRAZATH BESUS ISHTAR ZABAO THAOTH 

Be comfortable in where you perform this. If it is interrupted, fear not, just use an 
appropriate protection ritual to calm any pneuminous disturbance. 

Adorn it as little or as much as you like. Extra adornments all help to create the 
apophansis of the magickal world that you seek to interact with. If you can aspect 
flip the disabled toilet or unused board room to look suitably magickal then go for 
it. 

Face north, touch your left temple and then your right temple with the parchment, 
and read aloud what is written on it six times: 

IOT ABRAZATH BESUS ISHTAR ZABAO THAOTH! 

IOT ABRAZATH BESUS ISHTAR ZABAO THAOTH! 

IOT ABRAZATH BESUS ISHTAR ZABAO THAOTH! 

IOT ABRAZATH BESUS ISHTAR ZABAO THAOTH! 

IOT ABRAZATH BESUS ISHTAR ZABAO THAOTH! 

IOT ABRAZATH BESUS ISHTAR ZABAO THAOTH! 



Then say: 

“Subject to me  all powers of pure pneuma, so that every force of this nature whether aetheric, 
sulphuric, tellurian, or mercurial might be obedient to me and every magick which emanates 
from the Dovogid.” 

Face the direction that you name to be that of the headless one and say: 

“l summon you, Headless One, who created all that is and is not, who created night and day, you 
who created the Light and the Darkness; you are Azathaoth whom none has ever seen; you have 
distinguished the just from the unjust; you have made female and male and all that it is in 
between; you have revealed seed and fruits; you have made beings love each other and hate 
each other. I am your prophet to whom you have transmitted your mysteries celebrated in the 
pneuma; you have revealed the moist and the dry and all nourishment; hear my supplication.  

l am the messenger of the power El-Ousias; this is the name which has been transmitted through 
threads unfathomable. Hear me, ARABATHIOT JERESTOR KATHOLATHIOT IRISIUS.  

DOGOSH ORKEPTOR EDEEN PHUTCHEE HITASGOLOTH  IBAOTH IAAAA!  Subject to me all 
powers of pure pneuma, so that each and every one , whether aetheric, sulphuric, tellurian, or 
mercurial might be obedient to me and every magick which emanates from the Dovogid. 

I call upon you, awesome and invisible God with an empty spirit, AGOGOROBRIO  
SORCHODU MOARAB PHAARCHIA IAAA. Holy Headless Dogivod, deliver me from all 
restraining powers, ROUUM RAAM ODAMAST BABRANABAGT HASSTHAOTH OUSIAS 
APHNIOT EL-OUISIAS ABRAAX YOAH.   

Mighty Headless One, deliver me from all restraining pneuminous and umbratic forces. 
MABARRAJO JOL-KOTHAK HATHOREBALIOT ABRIOT, deliver me from all restraining 
pneuminous and umbratic forces.  

WERROP, ORKEPTOR IOT ABRAZATH BESUS ISHTAR ZABAO THAOTH. 

DOGIVOD is the power beyond power; Dogivod is the dweller of the Inhabited World; 
DOGIVOD is the one whom the winds fear; DOGIVOD is the one who made all things by 
pneuma.  



WERROP, EMPRESS, MAJESTER, MOTHER.  I call upon you, AIOO PYR IOT JAOT AION 
DZOOU ABRAAX TSAJAM IAOOTH ADONATHON IRISIUS.  

Now now!, Good messenger of God ANLALOT SAAL GAAJ PAADIA CHIANNA 
CHORAESTORRE.  

I am the Headless power with eyes in my feet; I am the mighty one who possesses the 
immortal sulphur; I am the truth who loathes all injustice; I am the one who makes the 
pneuma flash and the umbra rumble; I am the one whose juices falls upon the earth as rain so that 
life can begin; I am the one whose mouth burns completely; I am the one who creates and 
destroys; I am at one with the will of the Aion; my name is a Heart Encircled by a dragon. 
Come Forth and Follow me” 

The Four Powers. 
As White suggests, this is an excellent sequitur to the headless rite. As such it is included here 
also in my own form. 

Ensure you have four directions that you wish to acknowledge around you with some kind of 
symbol for the powers in the appropriate directions. You could of course expand it to more 
directions and accrete powers for each one. Here I am using north south etc. 

“I invoke the Four powers of the four corners of the world. Most noble, glorious and ancient 
spirits come to me now.” 

Face east. 

“Oh Eastern power of mercury and multiply, most shimmering fluid excellent being, who hath power 
over the Eastern Regions, whose region began with the founding of the world and shall persist until the 
end of all that is.  I conjure thee and invoke thee by the most high and holy names of the Dogivod 
do thou here show thyself, clothed with all thy power. Eastern power I conjure thee, by the virtue and 
power of the Azathaoth-sothot, and by the virtue of virtues.” 

Face west. 

“Oh thou western power of Telluria and the conjunct, most splendid being of strength and 
permanence, whose powerful grasp of the western regions knows no equal. I conjure and invoke 
thee by the most high and holy Names of the Dogovid, do thou here manifest in all thy solid power. 



Western power of stone and earth I conjure thee, by the virtue and power of the Azathaoth-sothot 
and by the virtue of virtues.” 

Face north 

“Oh thou northern power of aether and division, most awesome being of wind and breath whose 
mighty empire reaches into the cold lands of the North. I conjure and invoke thee by the most high 
and holy names of the Dogivod, do thou here appear, wrapped in all thy invisible power. Northern 
power of air I conjure thee, by the virtue and power of the Azathaoth-sothot and by the virtue of 
virtues.” 

Face south 

“Oh thou southern power of sulphur and subtraction, most fearsome entity of heat and 
conflagration, ruler of the southern realms. I conjure and invoke thee by the most high and holy 
Names of the Dogivod, do thou here manifest, dressed in all thy flaming power.  I conjure thee, 
by the virtue and power of the Azathaoth-sothot and by the virtue of virtues. 

Return to the direction of the headless one that you have chosen. 

I invoke you all with power and I pray to you with the authority of the power who spoke and 
breathed in one and who made all and with one sole word gave birth to the world and whom all 
Creatures obey. By the seat of the Dogivod and by the great and august names of WERROP, most 
noble powers  I ask for your aid and blessing. 

By the holy name of ZABAO THAOTH, whose virtue hath no beginning and will have no end. 
So be it.'" 
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